
Marcos Hernandez-Mago
1035 Jefferson Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11221
mhernandezmago@gmail.com

January 29th, 2024

Dear Hiring Manager,

I am writing to express my interest in the Dailies Operator position at Harbor Picture Company.
My years of experience as a video editor and my enthusiasm for the technical aspects of
post-production make me a perfect candidate for this position.

After working for years as a video editor, I had the opportunity to go to Film School, where I
developed a more technical and holistic appreciation for post-production. I already had a good
understanding of video standards, codecs, formats, color spaces, and other technical aspects,
which made the learning curve a little less steep for me, but I became more particular about the
workflow. I want to keep learning about post-production and eventually become a Colorist.
Hence, It’s only natural that I have a special interest in a position like this where I can make good
use of my technical knowledge while I have the opportunity to keep growing as a professional.

I’m proficient in Davinci Resolve, Adobe Premiere, After Effects, and Avid Media Composer,
and even though my experience with Baselight and hosting platforms like DAX, PIX, and
Moxion has been very limited, I’m a fast learner with a lot of enthusiasm for discovering new
programs, so I’m confident that It won’t take me long to get my way around it. I have a
serviceable attitude, so I will be very comfortable performing a supporting role. My
communication and organizational skills paired with my ability to multi-task and work in team
environments make a perfect fit for this role.

I strongly believe that my skillset and hardworking attitude make me an ideal candidate for your
team. I would love to have the opportunity to bring these assets to your organization. I look
forward to hearing back from you and discussing my candidacy.

Best,

Marcos Hernandez-Mago


